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Elementary Bounded Languages 
SORIN ISTRAIL 
University "AL. I .CUZA",  Department of Mathematics, Computer Center, Ia~i, Romdnia 
The POL be the class of polynomials having nonnegative integer coefficients 
and EXP the class of exponential functions. We call the closure of POL ~3 EXP  
under superposition, primitive recursion, and exponentiation, the class of 
elementary functions (EF). We have obtained that every elementary bounded 
language (i.e., language in the form {w~l ~ "" w{¢ ~1 E n ~ N k, w~ words, f~ ~ EF}) 
is context-sensitive. A concept for the computability of the functions using 
grammars i given, and it is shown that every function from EF is computable in
this manner, using context-sensitive grammars. By considering a new unary 
operation with respect o languages, called polynomial iteration (which is a 
generalization of star closure) we prove that the class of context-sensitive 
languages i closed with respect to this operation but neither the class of context- 
free nor the class of regular languages i closed. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Let I be a finite alphabet, I *  the free semigroup generated by I, ~ the unit  of /* ,  
and I + = I*\{A}. 
The elements o f / *  are called words and the subsets o f / *  are called languages. 
For x a I*,  we denote by lg(x) the length of x, i.e., the number  of symbols of x. 
Particularly, lg(;~) = 0. 
A grammar is a 4-tuple G = ( IN,  I t ,  Xo, F), where I N and I r are finite sets 
called the nonterminal and the terminal alphabet, respectively, x o ~ I N is the axiom 
of G, F is a finite set of pairs 
F C I * I f l *  × I*, 
where I = I N k) I T . 
The elements o fF  are called rules and for (x, y) a F we write x --~ y. 
The  language generated by G is given byL(G)  = {x ] x a i r * ,  x o *~a x} where 
x0 *~a x is a derivation in G (Salomaa, 1973). 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with Chomsky's hierarchy (Ginsburg,  
t966; Salomaa, 1973). 
We denote by CS  the class of context-sensitive languages. 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, k, t two fixed elements of 3(, and ~-  
a class of functions f :  N k ~ N. We denote by Ga(~ -) the class of all the languages 
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An ~'-bounded language over _/is a language having the form 
L = ~"~1~/1(~)~2,s~(~) .... w l~(~) [ n ENk,  f~E,~,w je I  +, 1 ~ j  ~ t}. 
2. POLYNOMIAL LANGUAGES 
In this section we consider only polynomials having nonnegative integer 
coefficients. We denote this class of functions by POL, and by POL 1 we mean 
the subclass of POL consisting of one-variable polynomials. 
Let 
pie(n) = eien k _~_ ek_lnk-1 _~_ ... ~1 el n _~_ Co ( l )  
be a one-vat!able polynomial of degree k. 
The languages Lp ---- {a P(n) [ n ~ N~}, where P is a polynomial, are called 
polynomial anguages. 
Now, we intend to show that 
~(POL1) C CS 
THEOREM 1. I f  the polynomial Pk from (1) fulfils the condition: c i > O, 
0 ~ j ~ k -- 1 then the languageLk ~- {a pk(n) [ n e N} belongs to CS. 
Proof. Let G~-~ (I~), I~ k), x o ,F  (k)) be the following context-sensitive 
grammar, where I~ ~) = {a, A, B} andF (k) contains the rules: 
I. Initial rules 
II. 
(3) 
(4) 
Productive rules 
(1) x o-+ AXXlXxlyo, 
(2) Yo -+ xxl Yo, 
Y0 -+ B, 
x o --+ aP~(i)AB, i=0 ,1 .  
(i) Xix -~ xi+lxXi,  1 ~ i ~ k - -  1. 
I I I .  The rule of the disappearance of X 1 
XlxB  --~ X ,  xB. 
IV. Capital nonterminal rules 
(i) Axi--~ AX i ,  1 ~ i ~ k. 
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V. Permutation rules 
VI. 
(o) 
O.l) 
(1.2) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(i.1) 
(i.2) 
(k.1) 
(k.2) 
We prove that 
(i.1) 
(i.2) 
(i.3) 
Final rules 
XX i ~ XiX ~ 
X~x~ -,- x~X~, 
X~_~x~ -+ ~X~_~, 
A2B --+ aCoAB, 
l AlXX --,. aC~Alx, AlxX1~,_ 1-~ a~A~_iXI~_I , 
I AzX2Xz --+ a~AzXz ,  AzXzB -~- ae~A2B, 
e i 
tA iX iX i  --~ a A iX  i , 
ei (A iX , :X i _  1 --> a A i _ lX i _ l ,  
t AX1~Xk ~ a~AXI~, AX~x -+ a°~A~x. 
l <~ i <~ k, 
l <~ i <~ k, 
2<~i~k.  
3~i~h- - l ,  
3~i~k- -1 ,  
L(G~) = {aP~(~)AB l n ~ N}. 
The following three observations are simple consequences of the construction 
of Ge. 
1. For every n ) O, if 
A(x,q) ,B *~ w, w ~ (I~)) *, 
Gz: 
then 
A(xxl)  '~B ~ ---1~7il)7(1)""~2 Z~l-)lX2XXlx"-lB- *~ w, 
Gh: G~ 
where 
Z} 1) ff {Xl, 21} , 1 ~< j ~< n -- 1 
2. For every n >~ O, if 
u = AN'N  ~)... z2_~:%xX/ -1B  *~ w, w ~ (I~)) *, 
Ga 
then 
u ~ AZ 1(2)Z2(z) . . .  Z~). l xaxX2xn- lB  *~ w,  
z} 1> ~ {x~, x~}, 1 ~< j ~<.  - 1 
Z}2) e {xz, Xz}, I <~ i <~ n z --  1 
where 
and 
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3. For every n ~ 0, if 
then 
where 
V = iZ~ t) ,.. Z (t) x . . . .  1. ~ ~ "1/3, w~(z (k ) )  *, nt_l  t+lXAt x ~t 15 Gk 
v *~ AZ(1 t+l) q(t+l)  ~ n--lxTn t. G]: "'" Lnt+l Xt+2Xz'~t+lX ~t  1)t 12J *=:> W, 
G~ 
Z}~)~{x~,Xs}, 1 ~ j~n~- - l ,2~t~k- -2 ,  s~{t , t+ l} .  
First we show {aek('OAB]n ~ 0} C L(Gk). Let p = aPk("AB and m ~ 2. 
We have the following derivation according to Gk: 
x o => Axx lxx ly  o ~ A(xxl)~yo A(XXl)'~B (IA) (i.2) (~.3) 
AXlX l - l xmB ~ Ax l - IX lxmB ~ AX lX l -2X lxmB 
(v.1. I+IV.1) (v.1.2) (IV.I) 
AXimx~B ~ AX~"-lx2xXlx~-!B 
(II.1) 
(V.2.3) 
• ~ Ax;~x~B ~AX;~mB 
~ ~ m 7~-I 
AX~ x ~- i  "'" X~ ~ 
a AX~ x "Xk_ 1 "" X~B (VI.k.1) 
• ~ <~-~)% . . . . . . .  ~-~ X~B a ~ k  x -&~-i "'" (VI.k.1) 
~kc k m q~-I • ~ a Alx Xk-1 "'" X2m2B 
• ~ ~%+(~-~)°~A~xX22; ~... x ~  
(via .1) 
a.~%+~A X~ ~ ... X~B k--1 k--1 (VI. 1.2) 
amk Ck+mc~+m k-le~-l+'"+ma %A2X2~B 
(VI.2.1) 
am%k+'"+mac~+~+~*~A2 e 
aPg~)AB ~ p. 
(viA) 
The case m ~ 1 is obvious. 
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Hence (aP~(~)AB I n >~ 0} _C L(Gj~). The reverse inclusion is a consequence of
the observations which follow the construction of G k . 
It is now clear that the language 
L = {aPk(~) I n >/0} 
is context-sensitive, for it is sufficient o consider a homomorphism with linear 
erasing (Salomaa, 1973) which erases the letters A and B. 
Moreover, the grammar G~ can be modified in order to generate exactly 
the language L. 
THEOREM 2. The language L 1 = {aPk (~) 1 n >~ 0}, where Pk(n) = ckn ~ + 
• " + xln + c o and c~ ~ N,  0 <~ j <~ k, is context-sensitive. 
Proof. Let us suppose there exist some coefficients 6 = 0, and let the se- 
quence of nonnull coefficients be Cio ,ci l  ..... ci~ (= ck) 
Case 1. q =~ O. Let us modify the grammar Gk in the following mode: 
We add to the grammar Gk from the proof of Theorem 1 the following rules 
I I I ' .  ( j ,  is) {XjxXis  -+ x~+~xX,., i~ q- 1 <-Gj <~ is+l - -  1} 
for those s having the property that i8+ 1 - -  i s >/2.  
The set of final rules VI  will be replaced with the rules: 
(1.1) 
(1.2) l AlXX -+ aClA1 x, 
(j.1) c,. tA i jXqX i ,  -+  a ,A i jX i~ , 
0.2) {A~jXiXq_~ -+ a cijAij_lXij_l , r + 1 <~ j <~ p --  l, 
where r = min{ij I i~ > 1, 0 ~ j ~ p}. 
(r.1) l~lrXrXr -+ aC~ArX~r , 
(r.2) tArXrB  --+ a~"ArB, 
(o) {ArB -~ AB. 
It is easy to see now that the language 
{a~k('~)AB l n >/0} 
is context-sensitive. 
Case 2. c 1 =0.  (a) Suppose that al lcj  > 1, j=/= 1, 0 ~ j~<k.  
643/39/z-5 
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We consider the following set of rules: 
1. AXk-1 --+ A 'DXe_ I ,  
2. DXk-1 -+ Xk_lD, 
3. DXk_I x -+ DDx, 
4. DX i--+ X i  D, 2 ~ i ~ k - -  2, 
5. ~x-+ xD. 
The nonterminal D eliminates one of Xk_ 1 and this is sufficient in order to 
generate the desired language because the (n k-1 - -  1) nonterminals Xk_ x with 
n nonterminals x produce (n k-1 - -  1) n ~ n ~ - -  n of X~. 
I f  we choose as final rules for the elimination of the nonterminals x the rules 
I AllXX ~ aCkAlx, AlxXi~_~ -~ a*~Ai~_ Xi~_~ and 
t C k t ~A XkX~---~ a A X k , 
~A X~x a Alx 
we obtain inG words in the form aP~(n)ADeB for every n ~ N. 
Hence the  language 
{aP~(~)AD2B i n >~ 0} 
is context-sensitive. 
(b) The remainder case, when some c~, j :/: 1, are zero, leads easily to the 
same result by a similar argument as in Case 1 and Case 2a. 
COROLLARY. oW(POL1) C CS. 
DEFINITION l. The Kleene iteration is an operator , :  P(I*) ~ P(I*), where 
P(I*) is the set of all languages over [and  ,(L) = L* = (3~=0 L~. 
DEFINITION 2. The following operator is called polynomial iteration of 
degree k: 
P~(,): P(I*) --+ e(I*)i 
where 
Pk(*)(L) = L P~(*) ~- U L ~(n). 
n::O 
We observe that if we take Pl(n) = n we obtain the Kleene iteration. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a language L contains the empty word h, then L* ~- L ~(*) for 
every P ~ POL 1 of a greater degree than 1. 
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Pro@ Let be L o = L\{A}, and n o ~ A T. Because P(no) >/n o and 
: TP(no ) (A u Lo)(A W Lo) ... (A u Lo) ;~ w L o U Lo 2 w ... U~o , 
e(n o) times 
it follows thatL ~0 C LP(no ) and hence L* _C L m*). 
This completes the proof. 
This lemma gives a new reason for the fact that the polynomial iteration gener- 
alizes the Kleene iteration. 
The relation between polynomial iteration and all Chomsky's types of 
languages are considered in the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. The classes of regular and context-free languages are not 
closed under the polynomial iteration of degree >/2. 
Proof. Let L = {a} and Pz(n) = nL  
L e~(*) = {a'~=[n >~ O} 
which is a non-context-free, context-sensitive language. 
PROPOSITION 2. The classes of  context-sensitive and rcursive-enumerable 
languages are closed under polynomial iteration of every degree. 
Proof. According to Lemma 1, for the proof of the closure of the context- 
sensitive languages it is sufficient o consider ;~-free languages (i.e., languages 
which do not contain A). 
Let be L such a language. Then the substitution h(a) =- L, in the language 
L~ = {a pd~) In >/0} gives a context-sensitive language, and hence the closure 
property is proved. 
The closure result for the class of recursive-enumerable languages i  similar. 
3. ]~XPONENTIAL LANGUAGES 
In this Section we are interested in exponential functions, i.e., functions in the 
form fT,(n) = k n (k a nonnegative integer), g(n) = n '~, and h(n, m) = n ~. Let 
us denote by EXP the set of these functions. 
THEOREM 3. ~Y(EXP) C CS. 
Proof. We show first that L = {a n'~ ] n, m E N} is a context-sensitive lan- 
guage. 
Let the following grammar G = (IN, IT, Z0;F), where I r = {a, T} and F 
contains the rules: 
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I .  Argumental rules 
Z o -+ aT  5, 
Zo -+ T ~, 
Z o --~ SAyoxoD ,
X 0 ~ XX lX  0 
Yo -~" YYo , 
Yo -+ c, 
Xo -+ X 1 . 
II. Preparation rules 
AZ ~ ZA,  
Axx  --+ ~Ax,  
Axx  1 ~ NAlX  1 , 
AlX lX  1 -+ x lA lx  1 , 
A lx lD  ~ x lAD,  
XlX --~ xx  1 . 
III. Productive rules 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
Zc  {y, c}, 
Final rules 
coy -~ cy,, 
Cx-x, ~ Xx l  y,~, 
#xA --~ XxA o . 
Rearrangement rules 
XA o -+ AoX 1 , 
2A  o --+ Aox  , 
SA  o -~  SA ,  
zA  o --,- Aoz ,  z ~ {y ,  c, xl}. 
Last generation rules 
AD -+ A~D,  
x lA2  -~ Aog l ,  
Syc  -+ Soy1 ,  
y .2x  1 -+ Xx ly lg  , 
zy  I -+ y l z ,  z ~ {X ,  x l  , ~}, 
ylx-x-1 -+ y l~ lX ,  
ylx-x- l --~ XXX.  
ScX  - , -  ASc ,  
ScXAD -+ T 5. 
yc  ~ C 0 y~ 
yx  ~ xy ,  
yx-xl --~ Xx l  ~ ,  
zy -,- yz,  z e {x 1 , X ,  ~}, 
zX  ~ Xz .  z e {~, y}, 
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This grammar generates the language 
L(G) = {a~'T'~ I n, m >~ 0}. (1) 
We give a generic derivation in G: 
z o ~ SAy'~-lc(xxl)  n lx lD *~ SAy~- lcx~- lx l~D 
I II 
*m- Sym-lc,~n-lXl-1../tD *=> Syc~-'x~m-lAD 
*~ Scpy l :~- l~AD = w~ , 
where the number of X in p is given by 
(n  -~-1  - 1 ) (n  - 1 )  = n '~ - ~-~ - n + 
and the nmnber of x 1 in p is n ~-1 --  I. 
Consequently, 
Wl *=2.> ScqAD = w 2 , 
where q e {X, xl}+ and lg(q) = n ~ + 1. 
Using rules VI  we get 
w~ ~ an~T ~. 
Finally we observe that every derivation in G which produces a terminal 
word can be detailed like the above generic derivation, so (1) holds. 
In order to obtain the context sensitivity of the language L'  = {a ~ i n >~ 0}, 
we observe that it is sufficient o replace rules I, in the above construction of 
grammar G by a set of rules which generates the context-free language 
{SAync(xxl)nX~D ] n ~ 1} 
together with the rule Z 0 --+ k. So the new grammar generates exactly the 
desired language. 
A similar construction holds for every language L~ = {a k~ I n ) 0}, k a non- 
negative integer. 
4. FUNCTIONS ARGUMENTALLY COMPUTABLE BY 
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMARS 
If  we consider the grammars used in Theorems 1,2, and 3 we observe that the 
two steps in the construction of the desired functions are the following: First, 
we obtain in the grammars nonterminal words of certain nonnegative integer 
powers and, second, we derive in the grammars a terminal word whose length 
equals the value of the constructed function of the above powers. 
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So, "the arguments" are constructed in the first step and "the value" is 
obtained in the second step. 
Further we call the function for which there exists a grammar G which works 
like one of the aforementioned grammars, a function argumentally computable 
by the grammar G. 
DEFINITION 3. A function f :  N k -+ N is said to be argumentally computable 
by the grammar G = (I~r, {a}, x0, F)  (abbreviated fac) if there exist c~ 1..... a~+ 1 E 
I * ,  x 1 .... , x~ ~ IN+, a partition Farg, Feomp of F and a finite subset M of N ~, so 
that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(A) For every (n a ..... he) ~ N 7~ we have 
~nk Xo *~ ~lx~ 1 "" ~xk  ~+1 
Farg 
(B) For every (n 1 ..... nk) ~ N e if 
~lx~ ~ ~ ' *~ we{a}+,  
• • • (X IcX Ic  0~k+l Fcom p 
then (n 1 ..... nk) ~ N k - -  M and w = a I(~1 ..... nk). 
Let us denote by FAC the class of functions argumentally computable by 
context-sensitive grammars and byFAC 1 the restriction of FAC to one-argument 
functions. 
In the following we consider only functions from FAC. 
Let us consider O~s the class of partial functions f :  N --+ N, undefined in a 
finite subset Mf of N so that the language 
L = {af('~)]neN - My} 
belongs to CS. 
THEOREM 4. FAC1 ° Y~s  C ~-~s, where o stands for the composition of 
partial functions. 
Pro@ Let be L 0 = {a g"~) I n ~ N} is a context-sensitive language (g ~~lcs  )
and f :  N- -+ N an fac by G = (IN, {b}, Xo, F)  with ~1, ~2, x t ,  M C N from 
Definition 3. 
Let us consider G' = (IN, I t ,  Zo,F') a context-sensitive grammar for the 
language 
t fm ..gl(n) L 0 =~1~1 ~[n~N} 
and the grammar G ,  = (I N w IN, {b}, Zo, (F\Farg) k) F ' ) .  
We haveL(G, )  = {b I(°(~)) ] n E N}. So we obtain the desired result. 
COROLLARY. The class FAC 1 is closed under superposition. 
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THEOREM 5. Let be the symbols a 1 ,..., a~ and the function gl ,...,g~: N--+ N 
so that the language 
" "~ I n )O}eCS 
I f  f :  N k ~ N is an fac then the language 
{d %('~ ..... ~(~)) I n >~ 0} e CS 
Proof. Similar, to the proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 6. In f t  , . . . , f k~FAC,  then the language L = {a[~("P . . . .  ~I~(~'~ I 
si e N ~, 1 <~ i <~ h} belongs to CS. 
Proof. We give the proof for k = 2. A similar construction holds for an 
arbitrary h. 
Let be Gi = (V  i ,  {ai}, xi ° F(~)), V 1 (~ V z = ;g , c~il , czi2 ,..., 0%,i+1, xil ,..., 
xi.,~, and Mi ,  i = 1, 2 the elements of definition for the fac'sf i  by the gram- 
mars G i . 
Let us consider the language 
L ! ~1 • ' '  OL ft~nl r l  ' ' '  {(xllXllO~]2 X 0t o~ X CX 1,nl  1,~1 1 ,n l+ l  212 21 22 
. . . . . .  ~ .... ,m l  ) = ~N~ 1,(r 1 r~) =sz~N "z} x 2. 2 ~ 2,n2+l[(ml sl '"" ' " 
If  we replace the rules F(ar~ by the rules of a context-sensitive grammar which 
generatesL', we Obtain, by an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4, 
that the language 
{ fl(sl) /~(s2) Nn2} a 1 a~. [ s 1 ~ N nl, s~. 
belongs to CS. 
Note. I f  we consider the image of the language L in Theorem 6 under the 
homomorphism h defined by h(ai) = a ~, 1 ~ i <~ k, then we obtain the closure 
of FAC under the linear combinations of functions with nonnegative integer 
coefficients. Thus, in order ro recapture the result of Theorem 2, it is sufficient 
to show that the functions f i(n) = n ~, i ~ N belong to FAC.  
It is easy to see that the function g(n, m) = mn belongs to FAC.  
Now it is manifest hat every polynomial of many variables belongs to FAC,  
i.e., POL C FAC.  
DEFINITION 2. If gl: NI' -+ N, g2:N~+2 ~ N are two functions, then the 
primitive recursion operator associates to (gl ,g2) the function f :  N~+I-+ N 
defined as follows: 
f (n ,  o) = g~(n), 
f (n ,  m + 1) = g~(n, m, f (n ,  m)), 
n ~ ~ ;~, m ~ JV. 
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We denote this by f  = P(g , ,  &)  
THEOREM 7. The class FAC is closed under primitive recursion. 
Proof. We give the proof for k = 1 in Definition 2. A similar construction 
holds for an arbitrary k. 
Let G i ~- (V i ,{a i} ,x i ° ,F ( i ) ) ,  g l (3  V 2 = 2J, c~11 , a le  , e~2j , l~<j  ~<4, 
Xl l ,  X~s, 1 <~ s <~ 3, and Mi ,  i = 1, 2 the elements of Definitions 3 for the 
functions gl: N --> N,  g~: N a ---* N a.c. by the grammars Gi , i = 1, 2. 
According to Definition 3 we have 
Xl 0 ~ 0~llXlnl(~12 *::;> a~l (~) 
FIll F(2) 
arg comp 
and 
x2 ° *~ re , ~ *~ o~21X21oL22X22o~23 x o~24 F{~) 
F(2) arg comp 
for everyneN- -M 1 , (m,s , t )  eN  a -M 2 ' 
Let us consider the context-sensitive language 
a~ 2(re,s,t) 
E = n t n A m-1  {(~x~)(~x~o~)  
~11X110~12~2~ [m ) 1, n >~ 0} vo {%lxl~a%l In >~ 0}. 
It is easy to see that E can be obtained by context-sensitive rules from the lan- 
guage {u'*v'n [n ) 0}. 
Let us consider the following set of rules Z: 
1.  ~23al -+ %axea, 
2. x2aa i --~ x2ax~a, i = 1,'2, 
3. ~2aa2 ---+ Tx~2xeax2a , 
4. ZT  --+ TZ ,  Z e {~22'  X21 '  0~21' X22}' 
5. ~2aT--+ Tx22~23 , 
6. ~;~aT --> xz j2  a , 
7. °4aal -+ %a%a , 
A t where, %3, x2a, and T are new symbols. 
Let G = (IN, / r ,Yo ,  P) a context-sensitive grammar for the language E, 
so that Vi r~ (I N u Ir) = ;~ , i = 1, 2. 
I f  we construct a grammar G .  having as rules P t  IF(1) UP(  2} U Z, Yo - -  - -eomp - -eornp  
as axiom and {a 2 , al} as terminal alphabet we obtain that 
L(G, )  {ag('~"~) I n >~ O, m > 1} vJ {a{(~'°) I n > 0}, 
where f = P(g l ,  g2). 
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The reason of this choice becomes apparent in the following argument. 
Indeed, we give a generic derivation in G . ,  for m > 1. 
n / ~t ^ m--1 n m 
(%1~%~)(%~%~%~) ~m~%~ 
/ '~ i \,, n A x~Z--I gt(~) ~Z 
~=> [O~21X21X22Og23)(O~21X21Og22092S ) a l  OL24 
F(1) eorrd~ 
[ n , x/  n ~ xn~--i g l (n)  m 
Z.1,2 ~°~21X21a22a23)(°~21X21o~22a23) X23 a24 
n n m--2 n 0 gl (n) m-1  = ( ~ % ~ ) ( % ~ )  %~x~%~x~%~  
n , n ~ m-2  g2tn,O,gltn)) m-1  
((x21X21~22OL2a) (o~21x21oL22Og2a) a2 0~24 
F(~) comp 
~=> n , n A m--3 n g2(n,O,gl(n)) m--2 
( ~21 X210~22.%'220~23 ) ( 0~21X210~22X22 (X23) 0~21 X210~22X22~23X23 0L240~24 
Z.3,4~5,6 
/ n , ",/ n A ",m--3 f (n .2 )  m--2 Y(n,m) 
I O~21X210~22X220~23)I,O~21X21~22X220~23 ) a2  o~24 ~ a 2 • 
(2) 
Fcotllp 
The cases m = 0, 1 can be obtained by a similar method. 
From L(G. )  we can easily obtain the language {a~ (~'~nl I n, m >~ 0} and so, 
f EFAC.  
DEFINITION. Let be f :  N ~" -+ N. The exponentiation of f, is a new function 
f#:  N k+l -+ N defined by 
f #(x, y) = f o f o "'" of(x)  
y-times 
for every x ~ N ~" and y e NI{0 }. 
THEOREM 8. The class FA C is closed under exponentiation. 
Proof. For simplicity, we show the result for a one-variable function. A 
similar construction holds in the general case. 
Let f :  N- -~ N an fac by the grammar G = (IN, {a}, x 0 ,F)  and %, %, x l ,  
M the elements of the definition off .  
We have that for all n ~ N --  M. 
X 0 ~ OL1XlnOt2 ~ d (~). 
Farg Feomp 
Let us construct a grammar which computes the function f in the sense of 
Definition 3. 
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Let be &l, xl ,  xl ,  x2 new symbols and the following set of rules R: 
If  we consider the language 
,~1~2 --~ /~10(2 
(~l}l ---+ (~lO~lXi ,' 
~#~ ~ ~lx~, 
a/%'2 --> x1°/2 
ax 1 --~ x lx  1 , 
C~lX 1 --1,- ~lC~lXl, 
~IX l  ~-* o(iX I , 
~lX2 -->- ~1t%10~2 , 
C~IX 2 ---* CglO~ 2 . 
L '  = {&121"x2 ~ ] n ~ O, m ~ 1} and a grammar G' = ( I} , /~ ,  x0, F') 
for it, then we observe that the grammar 
G ~- ( I  N k.311N k..) I~., {a}, x0, F '  u R k_) Feomp )
generates exactly the language 
L----{a x~(~'m) ] n~>0,  m ~> 1}. 
To conclude this section we make the following observations: 
The class FAC provides us with a class of languages with very nice mathe- 
matical properties. 
By the nature of the context-sensitive class of grammars, the projection and the 
constant functions cannot be computed in the sense of Definition 3. 
So, from the recursive point of view, the class FAC contains the successor 
function and is closed under superposition, primitive recursion and exponenta- 
tion. Also, two interesting classes of functions contained in FAC are POL and 
EXP.  
We call the class of functions obtained from POL t.3 EXP  by superposition, 
primitive recursion and exponentiation, the class of elementary functions (EF) .  
The recursive structure of the whole class FAC remains till unknown. 
In a forthcoming paper we continue the study of the elementary bounded 
languages howing that every language of a large subclass of one-variable 
elementary bounded languages has a context-sensitive complement. 
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